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D OE S B AY S I D E NE E D R E B U I L D I N G

?

A Study of Housing Conditi ons
in a
\

Problem Area of Pbrt l and , Maine

Prepared for
Portland City Planning Board
and
Portland Health Depar tment
by

American Public .Health Association
Committee on Hygi ene of Housing
Allan A. Twicnell; Technical Secretary
March, Nineteen Forty- Four

AVIERIC.AN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION
COM.UITTEE ON THE HYGIENE OF HOUSING
New Haven 11, Connecticut
March 28, 1944

City Planning Board
City Hall
Portlanct 3, Maine
Gentlemen;

,.

Transmitted herewith are findings of the housing survey
conducted in the Bayside District of Portland during the latter
half of 1943 as a cooperative ~roject of your Board and the
Portland Health Department, under direction of the writer
serving as consultant to the Board.
The method of survey used, which is described more fully
in the accompanying report; is one developed by the Committee
on the Hygiene of Housing, to measure the adequacy of dwellings
and of their neighborhood environment from the viewpoint of
public health. The present report is offered as a guide for
official planning and housing policy in the Bayside District.
Permit me to express, on · behalf or' our Committee, gratitude for cooperation by the Board, your consultant Arthur C,
Camey, your staff, Health Officer Travis P. Burroughs, and the
nurses assigned by Dr. Burroughs to the field work of this
study. The unfailing helpfulness of everyone with whom we
worked in Portland has made our association with this project
one to be most warmly remembered.
Sincerely yours ·,
s/

Allan A. Twichell
Allan A. Twichell
Technical Secretary
Committee on the Hygiene of Housing
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Su1:1M.ARY OF CONCLUSIONS

1.

The Baysia.e District is, in a. quite exact sense , a

substandard housing area.

Over half the dwelling units show

at least one of those major substandard conditions which are
generally recognized by responsible housing and public health
authorities as warranting official remedial action .

This is

true both of the District as a whole and of all four areas into
which it di vi des .

A com-prehensi ve program of housing ir:1prove;..

'
ment is clearly
needed .

2.

Conditions are distinctly worst in that part of the

District which lies southwest of Wilmot Street .

If a remedial

program is to be based on the inadequacy of present housing it
should be concentrated there.

3.

The southerly half of the District subdivides readily

in terms of its dwelling and environmental conditions .

~he

blocks between Chestnut and Elm Streets-- -shown in Fig ure 1 .
as Area 1---have the poorest conditions of neighborhood envir onment , while the clocks between Chestnut and Wilmot (Area 2)
are poorest for dwelling characteristics, as shown in the table
on page 2 .

Total housing q_uuli ty ( d-.nelling and enviro1n.nental

conditions combined) is slightly worse in Area 2 than in Area 1 .

4.

The northerly half of the District, appreciably better

but still poor, divides in similar f ashion--- in this case from
east to west .

The following ta~le shows little difference in

over - all housing quality between areas 3 ancl. 4, but furth er
analysis shows that Ar ea 3 west of Oxford Street has distinctly
poorer dwelling faci f ities, with somewhat better conditions of
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dwelling maintenance and less overcrowding, than Area 4.

5.

The relative seriousness of the housing problem in

these four areas is surnmarized in the following table.

This

gives median penalty scores of each area~ first for dwelling
and environmental conditions combined; next for dwelling
characteristics alone; and finally for envirorLmental conditions.*
Since these are . penalty scores, assigned for failure to meet

re asonable contemporary standards, - high figures mean poor conditions, low figures good conditions.
Penalty Score of Dwelling Unit Which is L1edian for:
Total
Housing
Quplity**

Dwelling
Q,uality

Environmental
Quality

.P.:rea 1

130

58

79

2

132

62

69

3

107

47

56

4

102

48

62

**Dwelling conditions and environmental conditions combined.
While figures of this table show that two of the areas are
clearly worse than the others, they will not convey to the
reader an understanding of how bad these areas are without some
reference . to popular measures of housing adequGcy.

Of any

measurement scale it must be asked, Does it measure in yards,
inches, or feet?

The rating scale used in this survey is such

that neighborhoods of self-respecting modern housing will usually
incur median penalties between

O points

and ·JO to 35 points for

*For a note on the meaning of median scores, seep. 15
~

-3-:·
total housing quality.

Median penalties in excess of 12~ points

are a clear indication of areas which need comprehensive reme-dial treatment, and s·cores beyond 175 points indicate an extreme
type of slum conditions.

6.

Thus, while none of the four areas in the Bayside

District falls into the extreme slum classification, two of them
are clearly in that level which demands attention by official
bodies, and the other two are not conspicuously better.

Even

in the better of these areas there are of course individual
dwellings and blocks which would warrant q..rastic corrective
action.

· 7,

Considerable percentages of dwellings in the District

are characterized by substandard toilet and bathing facilities,
inadequate heating installations, unsafe means of egres-s , rooms
of substandard size, · rooins· without windows, and serious lack
of r epair, to mention only a part of the survey findings.*
8.

The dwellings generally in areas 1 and 2, and numerous

individual houses in the remainder of the District, show up as
being of a type in which the defects probably cannot be remedied
as a practical matter except by demolition and rebuilding.

In

other words, much of the housing in the Bayside District is
fundamentally so obsolescent that it cannot be modernized without improvement so expensive or structurally so difficult as to
make them economi cally impracticable.

In the absence of any

systematic improvement scheme, the housing of the Bayside
District can be expected to get steadily worse .
*Exact figures on these and other points of this summary are
given in the body of the report.

-49.

Whether or not -present housing conditions have me asurable

ill effects on the health and well-being of Bayside resid ents ,
the.r e is justification ( under any planning progrwu for Portland
which envisions a constructive policy of fostering employment
and increasj_ng the attractiveness of the city as a place to
live and wor~) for designating a subs~anttal portion of the
Bayside District as an area for demolition of present dwellings
and for reconstruction with new housing.
10.

The chief environmental defects of the District are

associated with stre et traffic---minor streets needlessly used
for com.YJJ.ercial
.
traffic, and dwellings set close to the street

with inadequate offstreet space for children's play---and withthe
lack of elementary schools, public parks and _playgrounds wi thin
r~asonable distance.

Fortunately these defects could easily

be remedied as a part of any well - planned rehousing scheme.
11.

Fortunately also, the District is largely free from

other types of enviromnental defects which act as a serious
barrier to housing redevelopment in many substandard areas,
such as intermixture of residence with heavy industry or substantial business establishments, serious problems of topography,
inadequate drainage; incomplete public utilities, or excessive
distance to transportation services .
12.

Extreme overcrowding in dwell ings of the District has

been revealed in the present s urvey .

This -problem is _ i gn ored in

the recommendations which follow, since it is assumed that overcrowding is in large part a temporary result of the war .

This

crowding. should,however, be of major present concern to city

-5agencies respqnsible for health and safety.

Crowding here is

not merely a . matter of t ·o o many
persons per roorn---the crude
measure usually employed in housing surveys.

$ince the District

is characterized by a considerable percent of dwellings with
unreasonably small rooms, crowding is the more serious matter
of too many persons in rooms too small for even normal occupancy .
·while it may be impossible to abate this condition during the
war, the existence of such drowding should be all ·the mandate
needed by local enforcement agencies to insure that everything
possible is done to maintain the present houses in decent
repair and sanitary condition .

Extreme overcrowding has been

shown by authoritative studies to have a direct .relation to
the rate of spread of epidemic disease.

Since crowding can

also be a factor in increasing fire dangers, special attention
should be paid to the safety of heating installations, to
disrepair which may favor the start and spread of fire, and
to the number and condition of exits .

-6REC OIJ1l,1El\iDATI ONS
1.

As a reasonable program for the Bayside District 1 it

is recommended that areas 1 and 2 be designated as a clearance
zone to be largely or entirely rebuilt with one or more neighborhood housing developments.

Provision of the needed play-

grounds, school, and a neighborhood park should be an integral
part of the plan.

In A:rea 3 the vwrst structures shoulc. be

earmarked for demolition or nandatory improvement, with similar
action in Area 4 as needed.
2.

A smaller alternate progra.lJl would be to designate for

clearance the blocks of areas 1 and 2 lying between Oxford
Street, Cumberland Avenue, Wilraot and Elm Streets.

This would

remove the largest single concentration of seriously substandard
dwellings and would provide a hous ing projSct . site without
interior through-traffic streets, but it would leave serious
environmental and dwelling defects uncorrected in these two
areas.

3.

As a minimum program it is recoITu.~ended that a sub-

stantial portion of Area 2 (perhaps excluding the three blocks
between Wilmot and Pearl streets or the three blocks between
Stone and Chestnut streets) ·be designated for clearance and
rebuilding, again with emphasis on meeting the need for playground

and school facilities in the District and with attention

to needed spot improvement of the remaining areas.

4.

The foregoing recommendations are based wholly on

the relative inadequacy of present housing in the several areas

-7as revealed by the. survey~

It is recognized that from the ·

.viewpoint of the City Planning Board a wise program may be
conditioned by other factors such as the cost of land acQuisitio~
the numbers of families subject to rehousing under alternate
schemes, the a.esirabili ty of improving the blocks which surround
present city property at the northern end of the District, or
other considerations arising from the master plan.

It it should

be decided, for example, to develop the :rudimentary pla_y-field
between Smith and Boyd streets into an adequate neighborhood
park and playground, an initi2l program of spot clearance and
general rehabilita}ion for Area 3 might provide an attractive
corridor from the new park to Area 2 and thus offer inducement
for the reconstruction of this latter area.

5.

It is understood that neither Portland nor the State

of Maine has any housing laws or other official regulations
which constitute a reasonably comprehensive set of standards
for the continued occupancy of existing dwellings.

At the

request of the Portland.City Planning Board and . Health Department, suggestions are made in this report looking toward such
a set of official regulations.

... g ...

CHARACTER OF THE STUDY
Purpose
In recent years the people of America have become increa~i
ingly aware of insanitary and overcrowded housing as a menace to
health and to social well-being.

It was fashionable ten years

ago for public officials to argue that their cities had no slums,
but today cities vie with one another in demonstrating their
need for slum clearance and rehousing.
One factor underlying this change hc,s been the nationwide
program of slum clearance and rehousing since the middle 19JO's.
Another is the general recognition that if we are to maintain
full employment and a high national income after the war,
building construction---and in particular housing construction--offers one. of the most hopeful _possibilities.

Whether the ac-

cumulated shortage of housing is to be filled, and urban slums
replaced, by private builders or by governmental agencies, or
by a combination of the two, there are few who doubt that a
vast housing progran is in the post-war cards.

Furthermore, it

is widely believed that in an era of high living standards
those cities which have succeeded in replacing their substandard
dwelling areas with adequatei. housing available to the average
family will have a definite advantage in seeking to attract

desirable types of industry and business.

The war has greatly

increased our consciousness· of housing as an essential part of
any community's economic plant.

-9Aware of these considerations, the Portland City Planning
Board and Health Department undertook during the summer of 1943
t.o appraise the housing conditions in the Bayside District.
The purpose of the survey was to determine whether this district
is actually a slum of the sort which would warrant general
demolition of the present housing and its reylacement by one
or more modern community housing developments.
The Problem of Bayside
The Bayside District is generally acknowledged to be an
area of poor housing, and the City Planning Board's previous
analysis of the 1940 Housing Census data had confirmed this
view.

In selecting the Bayside District for the present study

it was recognized that at least some small areas elsewhere in
the city may be worse from the standpoint of their present
housing.

Despite this possibility, th~ Bayside District was

selected because it not only is a densely populated and
obviously run-down neighborhood, but because it also appeared
to offer good possibilities for housing reconstruation should
conditions be found sufficiently bad to warrant a clearance
program.

Both as to location and topography the Bayside District

is suitable for replanning in a unified scheme .

It is also

relatively free from certain factors inimical to housing rede velopment, such

8.S

heavy intermixture of business and industrial

uses with residence or an excessive number or· essential traffic
arteries.

Furthermore, the District is big enough to oermit a

large- scale rehousing operation e.ven if only part of i _t were
to be found in need of clearance .

These advantag~s from the

-10viewpoint of replanning were obviously lacking in certain other
districts which might have been chosen for the survey had the
only criterion been the character of present housing conditions.
While it was known that the Bayside District is an area
with much poor housing, it had not been possible to determine
just how poor the g·e neral q_uali ty of h_o using is or to judge
whether measures short of demolition and rebuilding would solve
the problem.

In order to secure objective answers to these

questions, the City Planning Board and the -Health Department
adopted the method of housing survey which has been developed
by the Committee on the Hygiene of Housing of the American
Public Health Association.
The Survey :Method
This survey method deals with dwelling conditions in a
manner g ener ally similar to tha t of other housing surveys, but
i~ treats more fully certain conditioris having health significance, such as sanitary f a cilities, he ating equi pment, natural
and a rtificial li ghting , and overcrowding .

The method also

includes appraisal of the physic a l surroundings or neighborhood
environ,~ent of the dwe llings---an important factor in housing
adequacy which is customarily i gnored in housing s urveys • .
Both the dwelling character istics and environment a l con- ·
ditions are rated by a system of s core s which ha s been d eveloped
and te s ted by sur.veys in six othe r eastern cities.

Under this

s coring sys t em penalty points ar e a s s i gned for each condi ti on
that f ai ls to meet a reas onabl e cont emporary s t andard.

Dwelling

penalty s cores ar e char ged t o e a ch dwe l l ing unit for defici encies

-11-

of its physical facilities or maintenance and for overcrowded
occupancy.

Each dwelling unit carries also the environmental

penalty score of the block in which it lies.

This environmental

rating takes into account such factors as crowding of land by
buildings, intermixture of residence with industrial and business
uses, and availability of schools, parks, and public utilities.
The penalty for each deficiency is graded according to the
seriousness of that deficiency as a threat to health or safety
or the extent to which it may impair comfort or general livability.

These scores have been determined by members of the

Coilll!l.ittee on the Hygiene of Housing and other experienced workers
in the fields of housing, public health, and planning.

For

example, a score up to 30 points may be assigned to a condition
which offers a major threat to health or safety , such as overcrowding at the ratio of 4 persons per room or a single means
of egress from a tenement structure .

A penalty of 15 points

is charged to a toilet located outsia.e the dwellitlg structure .
Lesser def iciencies such as closets lacking in part of the rooms
·or a dwelling unit may be scored from 2 to S points.

Similar

variations occur in the score,s for environmental conditions,
depending on their seriousness.

Thus, a penalty of O points

for any dwelling and its environ.:."'llent indicates housing conditions
which are excellent from the viewpoint of official agencies
such as public health and building departments, and total penalty
scores up to 25 o~ 35 points may indicate a combination of minor
deficiencies which do not basically impa ir the livability of a
house or neighborhood.

Scores·in excess of 125 points, however ,

clearly cannot be incurred under this sc~le except where there

-12-

is such a multiplicity of basically substandard conditions as
to violate the fundamentals of decent living.
Results of the survey are made available for interpretation
by the following steps:
1)

The dwelling penalty score of each dwelling unit is
obtained by totalling the subscores for all deficiency items of that unit and of the structure
which contains it.

2)

Environmental penalty scores are computed by blocks
rather than by dwelling units, with some items
(such as exposure to traffic hazard) varying.from
one street frontage of the block to another. Each
dwelling unit is charged with the enviroILmental
score of the block frontage on which it lies.

3)

Total housing quality is expressed for each dwelling
unit by adding its a.-we lling score to its environmental score. The term "housing quality" is used
only when dwelling scores ana. environmental scores
have been thus combined, for it is the Committee's
conviction that dwelling characteristics alone do
not reflect the over-all housing problem.

The findings are graded also according -to the number of
"basic deficiencies" present in the dwellings.

A basic defic-

iency is a lack in dw6lling facilities or a degreelof overcrowding so serious that it has been .widely recognized by public
health and housing agencies as

a) calling for a correction

order by a local enforcement agency or

b) justifying the re-

moval of the affected fanily to other quarters if the condition
is not or cannot be remedied in their present quarters.

Thus,

a basic deficiency is a major substandard condition in the
-sense that progressive city ana. state housing regulations acknowledge it as warranting drastic cor·recti ve action by the
municipality.*
*A list of these basic deficiencies is appended to this report.

-13If an area has over 50% of its dwell~ng units with one
or more basic deficiencies each, it can justly be said that
the dwellings are predominantly substandard in this official
senseo

This classification by point-scores and by .prevalence of
basic deficiencies takes the question of housing quality out
of the realm of subjective judgment and opinion.

It provides

an objective basis for measuring total housing quality and for
comparing this quality from one area to another.
The Bayside survey by the method described was initiated
by the City Planning Board, whose staff conducted the field
observations and made the calcula tions required for the environ~
mental part of the appraisal.

The Health Department, co- sponsor

of the study, provided personnel of its nursing staff for field
work of the dwelling survey .

The staff of the Committee on

the Hygiene of Housing scored the dwelling data, and the
Comrni ttee' s Technical Secretary served as .consultant to the
Planning Board in the direction end interpretation of the entire
survey .
The dwelling survey covered· 25% of the a.welling uni ts in
each block • . Thes e were selected in proportion to the nu...'Ilber
of one-family, two-family, and multi-family dwe llings in each
block by a method which insures random representation of each
typ e of dwelling.

Tl·.:.e environmental apprc:j.isal was not done .

on a sampling basis, but covered all pro perti e s in the Bayside
Districte

-14GENERAL FINDINGS
The present study does not cover· the entire Bayside. District.
but treats ·35 blocks which the local sponsors of the survey
believed to be representative.
.

The City Plan.ning Board in par-

.

ticular felt that this group of blocks included the most significant potentialities for future development in relation to
needed recreational facilities, schools, and other features of
the city planning prograi.~.
The blocks .comprising the Bayside District for purposes of
this study include 1,290 fa>nily accommodations or dwelling uni ts,
according to the U.S. Housing Census of 1940.

The 25% sample

disclosed 306 units, including 11· rooming houses.

This repre-

sents a satisfactory agreenent with the Census figures, since
by its nature a sample survey will seldom check to exactly the
intended fraction of the total nu.rnber of cases.

The Census

does not give population by blocks, but this survey disclosed

1,346 occupants of the sample dwellings, indicating a total
population of about 5,400 persons.
The indication is that little change has occurred since

1940 in the number of dwelling units available in the District.
If additional families have been accomr1odated, this has apparently been done in the main by crowding them into existing
units rather than by subdivision of ordinary dwellings into
light- housekeeping units, as has been done in many other centers
of war employment.

-15The pr.e sent report is r·estricted to consideration of the
neighborhood environment and of conditions in family dwelling
units.

The small number of rooming houses covered by the

sample does not permit significant conclusions.

If an ap-

praisal of the rooming-house problem is desired, a special,
though not necessarily large, survey should be conducted.
Eight-one percent of the dwelling units are occupied by
tenants, and nineteen percent by their owners.

Forty-two

percent of the dwelling units are found in structures housing
from three to six families each, and twelve percent in
structures with seven families or more.

Thirty percent of

the uni ts o'ccur in two-far11 ily structures and only sixteen percent in single-family houses, which are generally considered
the most desirable type of dwelling.
Rent was reported by all but t wo percent of the t epant
households, and the median rent for the seventy-nine percent
of units reporting was -approximately $ 20 per month.*

Seventy-

four percent of families reported their monthly income; of
these the median was a pproximately $165 per month.

*

"l.fodian" and "quartiles~ 11 fre guently referred to in this
report, should perhaps be explained. The median for any
series of value s is obtained by arranging the value s i n
order from smallest to largest (in the above instanc e ,
from lowest rent to hig hest rent) and det er mining the midpoint of the series, with half the values on one s ide and
ha lf on the other. In most s eri es the median will approximate the average, and can be consider ed as roughly

interchangeable with it.
The quartile s ar e the quarter-points in a s eri es of values
arranged in order from sma llest to larg est . Twenty-five
perc ent of the cases li e below t he first quartil e , fifty
percent between the first a nd t hi rd q_uart ile s, and t wentyfi ve perc ent a bove the thi r d quartile. Thus t he first
q_uartile may be construed as roughly the a verage of the
values in the lower half of the s eries, the t hird quartile
a s the average of .the value s in t he upper hal1.

-16The sizes of dweliing units- and of families in the Bayside
District are within the ranges usually encountered in central
urban areas.

Fifty-four percent of the units contain either

four or five rooms, with only six ·percent as s mall as two rooms.
No units of one room were reported in the dwelling sample.
Although twenty-two percent of the households consisted of two
persons, forty-nine percent consisted of four or five persons,
and only eight per cent of more than seven persons.

A complete

size distribution of dwelling units and households is given
in the following table:
Number of Rooms

Percent of Units

1

_g_

-

~

2." 4 .2. 6 1
14 26 28 19

7

Number of Persons
1

Percent of Households

2.

3 22

l

4

2 §_ 1 8 9. 10

2 36 13

9

7

4

3

1

Total Quality of Housing
In a sampling study such as the present dwelling survey
(particularly where blocks are as small·as some of those in the
Bayside District) too much weight must not be assigned to the
findings for individual blocks, and results should be interpreted chiefly for groups of blocks which show generally similar
characteristics.

It is fer this reason t hat dwelling results

in the present report are given primarily in terms of the four
sub-areas of the District.

QUALITY

GRAD£;.

A~

PENALTY SCORE :
POINTS

0

- 34

sllffl ·

35 -

c~

'75 - \2.4

oll
Elli

74

QUALITY OF HOUSING:
DWELLING CONDITIONS AND
NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT
COMBINED
BLOCKS GRADE'O BY MEDIAN DWELLING UNIT SCORE

125 - 174

175+

PLUS BLOCK ENVIRONMENTAL SCORE
FIG

2

- 17Certain characteristics show clearly enough, however, on
a block- to - block basis to warrant plotting them on a block map .
The pattern of total housins q_uality (dwelling conditions and
enviromnent combined) is s h own , for example , in Figure 2 .

This

map gives the quality grade of each block in terms of the total
housing penalty score for the dwelling unit which is the median
I

for that block .

The quality grades have the following signif-

icance in terms of housing qual i ty:
Gr~de A:

good to excellent

Grade B:

generally acceptable

Grade C :

intermediate

Grade D:

substandard

Grade E:

slum

It will be noted that no block in the Distri ct fal ls into
either Grade A or Grade E of the classificetion scheme .

Four-

teen of the thirty-five blocks, however , are of Grade D, which
is clearly below the level of acceptable housing under contemporary standards.

Si nce this m.ap is based on median values,

blocks of better than D grade may also contain numerous individual dwellings similar to the average of the Grade n·b l ocks .
A

gradation of housing quality , from poorest at the south-

west to best at the northeast , is clearly evident .

As wi ll be

shown in later figures , envirorunent&l deficiencies are pronounced
in the southern end·of the District , tapering off markedly to
the north .

Total dwelling deficienc i es (including overcrowding

as well es the lack of physical f acilities) are more .evenly
spread throughout the Di str ic t.

Defi ciencies i n dwelling

faci l iti es alone , which are of pr imary interest in the presen t

- 18study , show a definite trend from poor at the south to better
at the north .
Figure 2 by itself tends to indicate tha t the local survey
sponsors were well advised in t hinking that the District may
contain a potential clearance area ,

Before any c onclusions can

be drawn as to the appropri ate remedial.action , however , we must
examine the vari ous factors which enter into the lack of housing
quality, and also the way in whi ch these factors bear on various
parts of the District.
For purposes of analysis the District has been divided
into four sub-areas .

These have been chosen not for uniform

size , but so as to group together the blocks having generally
similar housing quality.

The four areas contain the fo llovving

numbers of blocks and sample dwelling units :
Blocks

Sample
Dwelling Units

1

5

50

2

12

108

J

12*

71

4

6
35

77
306

Area

The relative quality of .housing conditions in these four
areas is summarized in the table below (repeated from the
Su..'TJillary of Conclusions), which shows the penalty score of the
median dwelling unit for each area:

fiFst for dwelling and

environmental conditions · co:mbined; next for dwelli~g characteristics alone ; and finally for envirorL~ental condi tions .

* Including nonresidential blocks #27 and #31 .

-19Penalty Sbore of Dwelling Unit which is Median for:
Total
Housing
Quality

Dwelling
Quality

Environmental
Quality

. -4-Tea 1

130

58

79

_- .Area 2

132

62

69

Ar.ea 3

107

47

56

102*

48

62

-·'· : •· Are't 4

•

This table,
·,

OS

. ~..\.

prev"iously noted, establishes that the two

..

southeTn areas are distinctly worse for total housing quality
th~rn their northern companions.

ri'he sane rela.tion holds true

·· f.or dwelling conditions and environmental chara9teristics considered separ ately,
Figure 3, giving the r ange of scores mor e fully, shows that
in areas _3 and 4 the poorest one-fourth of the dwellings (those
beyond the third quartileJ had higher penalties for total
housing quality than the medians of areas 1 and 2 .

The poorest

fourth in areas 1 and 2, with total scores in excess of 160
and 167 points, respectively, fall in or close to the class of
definite slums.

*

The median dwelling penalty for any area, added to the median
environmental penalty; does not necessarily give the same
figure as the median penalty for these two combin ed . This
is because the dwelling unit in any area which constitutes

the median for dwelling scores may be a different unit from
the one which is the m-edj,an for the area; in environmental
scores.
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- 20DVIBLLING CONDITIONS
· Total Dwelling Qualit~
It has been shown in Figure J a·nd elsewhere above, in
terms of penalty-point scores, that dwelling conditions are
poor throughout the District 9nd definitely worst in Area 2.
The following table, which indicates the distribution of basic
deficiencies in eac~ of the four areas, supports this conciusion,
and shows, furthermore, that each area is defin~tely substandard.
Number of Basic Deficiences in Dwelling Unit at:
First
Quartile

Median

Thi rd
Q,uartile

Area 1

0

1

1

Area

2

0

1

2

Area J

0

1

1

Area 4

0

1

1

The meaning of this table is as follows.

Since each of

the four areas has in its median dwell~ng unit one basic
deficie~cy or major substandard condition, at least 50% of the
units in all areas are substanda rd in the official sense previously defined.

aoweve~, the fact that all areas show O basic

deficiencies at the first quartile means that there are at
least 25% of the units in each area which are not substandard.
In these two respects all four areas are identical .

Areas 1,

3 and 4 show similar quality in that each has one substandard
condition in the dwelling at .- the third quartile , whereas Area 2
shows two basic deficiencies at this point in the range.

Thus,

Are~ 2 has at least 25% of its units with two or more ~ajor
substandard conditions.

-21-

It should be noted that basic deficiencies can occur among
r

either physical facilities or occupancy conditions of the
dwelling .

Areas 3 and 4, for example, are similar in that at

least 50% of the dwelling units in each area show a basic deficiency, but in ·Area 3 the basic deficiency occurs more
generally among the f aci liti es tha-n among the occupancy conditions .

The reverse is true f or Area 4.

Dwelling Facilities
The interpretation of dwelling quality thus far has considered the point - scores and basic defici encies for both physical
faciliti es of dwellings and for conditions of maintenance and
overcrowding .

We assu:ne that present overcrowding in the area

is at least in part a wartime phenomenon and will tend to
diminish after the war .

For long-range planning purposes it is

therefore of prima~y interest to examine the dwellings of the
District in terms of their physical facilities alone.
provides part of this picture.

Figure 4

The gr eatest concentration of

poor dwelling facilities occurs in Area 2 , with Area 1 next
worst and Area 4 showing the gest conditions.

The relative

quality of these areas is summarized ih the fol lowing table:
Penalty Score for Fac ilities in Dwelling Unit . at:
First
Q,uartile

1.1edi an

Third
Q,uartile

Area 1

17

31

60

Area 2

22

43

64

. Area 3

17

26

58

P.:rea 4

13

24

43
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The practical nature of the housing proiliH.em in these four
areas is shown more clearly by Figure 5.

Tl1.is gives the per-

cent of sampled dwelling units in each area that have each im~
portant type of deficiency.

These bar graphs show clearly

certain earmarks of obsolescence in the dwellings throughout
the area, together with the factors which make one area definitely worse than another.
~

Over 40% of the units in all areas lack central heating
(item D).

Only a token penalty of 3 points is given for this

deficiency, sine~ adequate heating can be provided by stoves or
other heaters if these are well distributed in the rooms of a
dwelling unit.

T110 absence of central heating is, however, a

fair index in this region of old and generally primitive
housing, an~ the figures for this characteristic alone tend to
earmark the District as obsolescent.

When we consider item E,

however, and find that one-fourth or one-third of the units in
each area lack a reasonable distribution of their local heating
units within the rooms, we have evidenc~ not only of obsolescence but of positive inadequacy.

The penalties of 8-15 points

for this item are not ihcurred except in cases where the distribution of heating units is so poor as to g ive a very strong
presumption of inadequate heating performance in this northern
climate.

Although occupants' complaints were not tabulated in

this study, it has been .found in other surveys that one of the
chief and most fully justified tenant grievances, i~ dwellings
so equipped for heating, is that it is impossible to keep the
house re2sonably warm.
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-23Windowless rooms (item F) are reported in

7%

to 10% of

the units in all areas • . T~is is not a high figure, but on the
other hand this is a basic, defect; one which has not been permitted in new construction for many years in most communities .
Some of the windowless rooms may result from subdividing
original rooms to meet ~he wartime occupancy need, but this does
not ms.ke the condition more hygienic .
Small rooms ·(item H) are a striking and serious defect of
the District's housing.

Only a moderate penalty (maximum 10

points) is assigned for this characteristiri, since its actual
seriousness varies considerably with the number of occupants
of a dwelling at a given time.

Snall rnoms are, however,

another reliable index of poorly designed and obsolescent
dwellings, and in old buildings this clefect can seldom be satisfactorily corr~cted.

It is worthy of not~ that the two areas

which show e.bout one-third of dwellings with half of their
rooms unreasonably small are also the areas with the w:orst
conditions of area crowding (item N).

In other words , these

small rooms are definitely over-occupied .

The health dangers

· of this have already been stressed.
Lack of closets in at least one-half of the rooms (Item G)
is a defect which will probably pot be reflected in health or
accident statistics as some of the other deficiencies may be ,
but it can be completely ruinous to convenient or decent housekeeping.

It is certainly another excellent index of shoddily

designed and obsolescent dwellings.

From about two-fifths to

almost one -half of the uni ts in each e.rea show this condition.

-24The emphasis on obsolescence is confirmed by item I,
which shows that these poor qualities of rooms occur in combination in many houses .

From -31% to 50%

of the units in all

areas show penalties of 15 points or over for the four items
just discussed.
Deficiencies in bathing facilities (item B) are equally
conclusive as an evidence of obsolescence.

Three of the areas

show over one-third of their dwelling units lacking acceptable
modern bathing facilities .
Some wit has remarked that to the Chicago meat packers a
pig is a statistic, while to the ni ght driver a pig is a round
hard object that can wreck his car .

Similarly, lack of bath

tubs is either merely a set of fig ures or-- -if you happen to
be the housewife- - -it iE a · cold end ever- present fact that
means heating water in kettles for the occasional bath in a
galvanized iron tub.
Inadequate toilets are universally r ecognized as a health
menace .

In areas · 1 and 2 one-sixth of the uni ts have toilet

facilities (it em A) which would not meet the legal requirement
of a community with modern housing regula tions.
Not the least serious condition indicated by the survey is
the proportion of dwellings with inadequate mBans of egres s
(item J) in areas 1 and 2 .

This is admittedly not an appraisal

by expert fire - underwriters, and the perc entages ere not high,
but it takes only one structure with really unsaf e means

bi

egress to account for a. shocking number of fa tali ti es in case
of f ire .

In Area 1 the danger would seem to be further ag-

gravated by the fact that one - sixth of the units arc in

AN AVERAGE HOUSE IN AREA 2

Dwelling unit on first floor
of this house incurs a penalty
score of 44 points for deficiencies
in facilities.*
This three-room unit offers
its occupants:
no bath on the premises
no piped hot water
no laundry tub or wash basin
bedroom without installed heat.
*Facilities score at median for Area
2 is 43 points.

TYPICAL OF THE POORER HALF OF HOUSES IN AREA 2

Dwelling unit on first floor of
this house incurs a penalty score of
68 points for deficiencies in facilities.*
This six-room unit offers its
occupants:
no bath on the premises
no piped hot water
no laundry tub or wash basin
four rooms without installed heat
three rooms without closets.
*Facilities score at third quartile
for Area 2 is 64 points.
'

Fig.

5a

-25structures which show seriously inadequate daytime lighting of
public halls (item K).
In three of the areas, from one-fourth to over one-third
of the units laclc piped hot water.

This does not mean merely

the absence of continusus running hot water, such as is found
in modern apartments.

It means rather that thes e dwelling units

lack any installed water heater, and ·consequently cannot draw
hot water at t he sink or in the bath tub.

True, this is a

condition generally permitted by housing regulat~ ons , but it is
a re~_l hardship for every housewife who has children to bathe,

clothes and dishes to wash , and floors to scrub.

Here too we

have an index of an out-of-date residential area which will
certainly get worse before it gets better.

In summary, much of the District's housing is clearly of
a type in which it is unreasonable to expect self-respecting
fami lies willingly to live and rear their families.

The worst

conditions are concentrated in ar.eas 1 and 2, but in several
respects Area 3 is a close runner-up.

Many of the deficiencies

are of a kind that cannot be corrected except at such cost or
with such basic structural changes that correction on any _economic basis is highly improbable.

In other words, a real

cure for the housing probl em in this district is not a cleanup, paint -up program or even a pro g ram of basic repairs.

a very large extent, it must be a 9rograr1 of clear ance and
rebuilding.

To

.AMONG THE POOREST HOUSES IN BAYSIDE

Dwelling unit on fourth
floor incurs a penalty score
of 108 points for deficiencie~
1n fa.c111t1es.

Thi~ five-room unit offers

its occupants:

a firetrap structure with inadequate means of egress
toilet outside

tr.e

dwelling unit and shared by two units

no bath on premises
no piped hot water
no laundry tub or wash bas in
thres rooma without innt~lled heat

two rooms without closets
two rooms of substandard size

excessive stair climb from street

The env1ronmental penalty score for tbs block containing
this structure is 75 points, reflecting :
overcrowding of th~ land by buildings
intermixture of re.s idence ani business uses

location on heavy traffic street with in-adequate
offstreet play space
unreasonable distance am traffic hazard involved in
reaching elementary schools, playgrounds and parks.
Figo

5b

... 26Maint:enance and• Occupancy
The findings of this ~urvey, are not so conclusive for the
state of repair of dwellings (item L) as for facilities and
overcrowding.

The Committee's appraisal method provides for

classifying buildings according to their physical deterioration,
but it was not possible in this study to carry out these observatiohs ih full.

It can be said with confidence t hat in .at

least parts . of the District the percent of dwelling units with
serious physical deterioration (amounting in some cases to an
active threat to health or safety} is actua lly considerably
higher than shown in Figure 5.

It·would seem reasonable that

the building department be asked to make a follow-up of conditions under this heading.
Although the present report is not primarily concerned with
overcrowding in the District, it is worthy of note that t wo of
the areas show appreciable room crowding in one-fourth or more
of their dwelling units (item M), and three of them an even
higher incidence of area crowding (item N) .
emphasis.

These facts demand

The usual housing survey measures crowding only in

terms of the number of persons per room, which is a relatively
crude and insensitive index.

The method used here determines

room sizes and computes overcrowding in relation to available
floor area---a more basic and much more sensitive index.
these terms the Bayside District shows up very badly..

In

We have

already seen that small room sizes are common in the District.
When this fact is combined with an influx of vvar workers, it is
hardly surprising that three of the four areas show over onefourth of their dwelling units with a severe degree of are a

-27overcrowding.

Perhaps nothing can be done about this during

the war, but even so it must be reiterated -that the likelihood
of s _p reading epidemic disease increases markedly in overcrowded
quarters.

If it is true thot crowding cannot be aba"t:ed now,

perhaps this is all the wa~rant needed by the health, building
and fire departments to carry out their other powers with all
possible vigor during the wartime emergency .
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-28NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT
It has been indicated in an , earlier section that the physical
enviromnent 1 like the dwelling conditions, is poorest in the
southern part of the District, improving appreciably in the
northerly areas 3 and 4.

Figure 6, which gives the total envir-

onmental quality of each block in the District, sheds first
light on this trend from south to north.

Area 1, with all five

blocks falling into quality grade D, is clearly unsatisfactory
from. the environmental viewpoint.

Area 2; with one-third of

its blocks also in grade D, would seem to present a considerable
problem.

All blocks but one in Area 4 fall ih grade C, inter~

mediate between generally acceptable and substandard, while
Area 3 is slightly better, with only seven of its, ten residential
blocks in grade

c.*

The indication of Figure 6 is that Area 1 is . in need of
radical improvement measures, and that Area 2 has some environmental conditions in ne~d of correction.

It is clear that

remedial measures to be taken in areas 3 and 4 will relate more

* Blocks #27 and #31 of Area 3, being open land devoted to

playground use, would ob~iously not ·be subject to penalties
for certain environmental factors, such as land crowding.
These two blocks can be disregarded in tnterpreting Figure 7.
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-29to the dwelling conditions than to those of the environment.*
The- remaining maps indicate why the environmental problem
is more serious in the southern part of the District •
. Figure 7 shows that While in areas 1 and 2th~ land i~
crowded by buildings to a considerable extent, land crowcing is
not a major problem of the District.

The relatively low land

crowding penalties in Area 4 are particularly significant in
view of th6 relatively favorablo dwelling characteristics of
this area discussed above.

L1ost of Area 4 is clearly free

from concentrations of buildings so crowded together as to cut
off daylight, seriously impair the usability of open land, or
otherwise call for building cloara.nce.

* It may have been noted in the second table on page 18 that the

median environmental penalty score is greater in each area
than the median dwelling score. This perhaps requires some
comrn.ent. The ·penalty scores for both . dwelling and environmental characteristics are based primarily on the detriments
to health, safety or essential livability which are involved
in the various defi~iencies revealed, and these two types of
scores are generally comparable. Trie envirorunent_a l scores,
however, include additional weight assigned for the fact that
environmental defects tend to promote progressive deterioration
of residentail areas through -undesirable changes in land use,
shrinkage of assessed values, tax delinquency, and similar ·
factors of economic concern to city governments . Therefore,
a higher median score for environmental defects than for dwelling conditions cannot always be · read as meaning _literally
that present occupants of the area are exposed to greater
health and safety hazards from environmental factors than from
dwelling deficiencies.
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-30Street Traffic and Railroad Nuisance
Nuisances and hazards .from street traffic and from the railroad s pur are a major environmental problem of the District, as
shown in Figure 8.

Penalty scores fot these factors are high

throughout areas 1 and 2.

Aside from the railroad spur's in-

fluence on the blocks bordering Lancaster Street the penalty
scores under this heading are due in considerable · part to commercial street traffic.

On most of the minor cross streets

this traffic could well be reduced or eliminated by proper
planning controls,
Heavy traffic on the main north-south stree-ts of the
District contributes to these penalty _scores in all four areas ,
but the lesser penalties in areas 3 and 4 are largely due to
less cross traffic and to more ade~uat~ setback of the houses
from the streets.
Any clearance and rebuilding scheme for the District would
presumably consolidate the smaller blocks in areas 1 and 2 .
This would tend to reduce the traffic nuisance.

Beyond this it

would seem quite feasible to reroute commercial traffic in these
areas so as to minimize the commercial traffic nuisance in the
streets which remain.
It should be questioned whether the railroad spur west of
Lancaster Street would be a serious detriment to residential
redevelopment of areas 1 and 2.

This f actor can perhaps best

be judged in the light of future plan for industrial development
along this spur.

-31School and Playground Facilities
Elementary schools, public parks and playgrounds are too far
from most of the District to serve it adequately according to
modern standards.· The classification of block scores for la:ck
of nearby schools and public recreation spaces is shown in
Figure 9.

The relatively better condit"ion of areas 3 and 4

is due both to the presence of the playground space in blocks
#27 and #31, and to the fact that schools and a park east of .
Congress Street are within reasonable walking distance •.
'

Except for the undeveloped playground in A:rea 3, Bayside
residents must go outside. the _D istrict, and i n most cases must
1

make several hazardous traffic crossings, to reach elementary
'

schools, parks., playgrounds or playfields for organized sports.
In this respect, as in the others, area~ 1 and 2 are the
poorest served by present facilities.

An earlier study made

for the City Planning Board by the National rtec reation Association recognized Bayside's deficiency in public open spaces,
and recor.~aended creation of a playground somewhere near the
center of this District.

This would help to meet the need as

confirmed by the present survey.

Should areas 1 and 2 be

cleared and rebuilt, one general playground and additional
playgrounds for small children could form an integral part of
a new housing development plan •
. Since existing primary schools not only lie at some distance from the District and across heavy traffic streets, but
also in some cases offer less than the full range of primary
gr ades , there would seem to be a good case for including a new
elementary school in any redevelopment plan for the Bayside
District.

-32Conclusions ,. on the .Physical Environment
While most of the District is environmentally of quality _
grade C or _poorer, it is largely free ftom environmental deficiencies of those types which would preclude redevelopment into
a sound and desirable residential neighborhood, or which would

mak~ the cost of property a~quisition prohibitive---such as a
concentra}ion of major industrial or business uses or dense
coverage of the land by substantial structures.

Portland is

particular.ly fortunate in this regard, for in many districts
where slum clearance is urgently needed it is almost impossible
to plan for residential rebuilding at any reasonable cost

be-

cause of these two factors.
The two serious environmentql problems of the District,
exposure to street t.raffic and the absence of adeq_uate school
and recreation facilities, could and should normally be solved
as-an integral part of any wise development . scheme,
Certain other environmental characteristic s of the District
have been appraised in the present study, but are not mapped
or·presented here because their detriment al influenc e proved
negligible,

Small business establi sh..ments are inter mixed with

residence to a considerable degree in various parts of the
District, but many of these are retail establishments of the
sort normally n eed ed to serve · the resid ents, and there is little
really obnoxious business or i ndustry such e.s characterizes
many urban slum neighborhoods,

The normal process of r eplanning

the District would deal effectively wit h such nui sance as there
may be from present nonresidential lnnd us es , though perhaps

-JJt;
in replanning the border along Lanc&ster Street some special
attention should be paid to-the industrial establishments just
beyond the District on that side.
Additional minor detriments occur in the form of poorly
surfaced streets, lack of sidewalks in certain blocks, and unpaved or unlighted alley-type streets betwe~n a number of the
smaller blocks.

While these contribute slightly to the environ-

mental penalty scores, especially in areas 1 and 2, problems of
this sort would presumably be removed in any systematic improvement scheme.

- 34NEEDED HOUSING REGULATIONS
In such an area as the Bayside District (and for that
/

matter in cities generally) , the chi ef problem of housing regulation concerns the standards to be set for continued occupancy
of exi s ting dwel lings , rather than the standards for new construction .

New building •is general ly subject t o the re Quire-

ments of building codes , zoning ordinance s, and other regulations

such as those of financing and insuring agencies, which tend
to obviat e the flagr ant abuses of the past with respect to
constructi on , design and equipment .

These controls do not

a l ways assure that nevv housing will be ent irely adequate, but
at l east the problem here is less serious .

Furthermore, s elf-

interest wi ll usually lead any organi zation engaged in l arge scal e housing construction to provide such elements ·or con' struction, d esign and gener al ameni ty as will assure a f avorable
competitive position for the new housing during the expec t ed
period of its economic life . *
With re spect to older dwelling s which remain i n use ,
however, there is no comparable s et of safeguards .

In fact,

ther e has been r elatively l ittle systematic t hinking done in
r ecent decades as to what would constit ute a reasonable s et
of legal r equir ements for the maintenance a nd oc cupancy of

buildings_ to be continued in residential use .

Even the most

progressive housing statutes and ordinances now in force
usually fail to cover i mportant aspe cts of this probl em.
*

I n thi_s too bri ef disposition of the problem of new housing ,
two common failings of large- scal e developers should b e noted
and cautioned against : unreasonably high densiti es of buildings and population, and rental s or purchas e nri ce beyond
the r each of f ami lies who need the new faciliti es .

-35The standards embodied in the survey m·e thod of the
Committee on the Hygiene of .Housing are not intended as the
literal framework for a housing ordinance or statute, and the
Committee is working toward formulation of a body of regulations
for this purpose.

~ending completion of this task, three sug-

gestions seem pertinent to the question of official housing
standards for Portland, as raised during the pres s nt study by
the local survey sponsors.
First, the Committee's general report

11

The Improvement of

Local Housing Reglliation;..under- the Law," furnished as a supplement to the present_report, miSht be studied by the various
city depart~ents of Portland which are concerned with housing
regulation and housing betterment .

That report summarizes the

weaknesses of the usual types of housing regulation, outlines
the subjects which should be dealt with to insure an adequate
set of regulations, and suggests how surveys of the type conducted in Bayside may be integrated with a long-range program
of housing legislation and enforcement,
. Second, it is suggested that the substandard dwelling
cond'i tions which are revealed by the Corn.mi ttee 's appraisal
techniqu~* might be officially recognized in Portland and taken
as the point of departure in franing a set of legal standards
for continued occupancy of existing dwellings.

Certain of these

conditions might be reco5nized as grounds for raendatory correction orders or for vacating a dwelling if the corrections
were not made.

Other conditions in this group , while perhaps

not warranting such drastic action, might justify preferred
See list of basic deficiencies in Appendix I

-36status for families thus affected should they apply for accommodation in wartime or post-war housing projects.
Third, the type of appraisal conduct~d in the Bayside
District might be extended to other problem areas of Portland,
as has been suggested during the present study, by the .several
city departments as a cooperative part of their regular programs.
Such an extension would provide the basis for systematic classification of housihg quality i n all problem areas and would
shed further light·on the types of regulation urgently .needed
to deal with the most widespread defects .
Within the limits of its resources, the Committee on the ·
Hygiene of Housing would be glsd to work with the city departments anc1, other agencies of Portla.nd with a view toward
developing further the second and third of these suggestions.

APPENDIX I
Housing Appraisal Technique of Committee
on the Hygiene of Housing, A.P.H.A.

BASIC DEFICIENCIES APPLICABLE IN SURVEY
OF BAJSIDE DISTRICT, PORTLAND. MAINE

Facilities
1.

Dwelling unit lacking two means of egress

2.

Water supply outside dwelling unit

3.

Toilet outside structure or shared by other dwelling units

4. Dwelling unit with no installed bathing facilities on
premises

5.

Dwelling unit with no electricity installed

6.

Dwelling unit lacking installed heaters in 4/5 to all
of rooms

7.

Dwelling unit l ac king outside window in any room

Occupancy
8.

Dwelling unit with room-crowding as follows:
a) 1 1/2 persons or more per room, or
b) total number of persons in unit more than two times
the number of bedrooms plus one

9.

Dwelling unit with area-crowding as follows:
a) Sleeping area per person less than 50 square feet, or
b) Nonsleeping area per person less than standard of
the Committee (variable with size of household)

APPEN"'DIX II
SUPPLEI,IENTAL DATA OH VALUES
prepared by Portland City Planning Board

Certain aspects of the Bayside District, not brought out
in Ur. Twichell's report but relevant to any rehousing 9rogram,
are graphically presented on the ensuing three charts.

In

these supplementary diagrams, the picture has been sharpened
by omitting the distinctly higher grade .frontages on Cumberland
Avenue fron Franklin Street north, and by omitting the large
tracts of open land proposed for parks a long Fox Street.
The present density of housing in each block is shown on
Figure 10, "Dwelling Uni ts per Acre!'.

The densest development

is towards the middle of the area between Chestnut and Frankli.n
Streets and the least dense toward the end.s, near Cedar Street
and near Mayo and Smith Streets.

The rather mild concordance

between Figure 10 and Figure 7, "Land Crowding", is expressive
of the great variation in size of dwelling units, there being
many very small dw.ellings in various parts of Bayside.
The chart of "Assessed Value per Dwelling Unit", Figure 11,
by iis great rang~ in values also reflects the great range in
size of dwelling .

The higher velues are mostly east of Oxford

Street and at the south end of the tract .
The housing planner, or replanner in this case, is partic ularly interested in the "Assessed. Value per A.ere" of land
and buildings together,~ Fi gure 12.

The rate for the entire

area north of Franklin Street i s l ess than for any block east

of Oxford Street and s.outh of Franklin Street.

Much more land

for rehousing can be secured in this northerly portion of Bayside
for a given expenditure, and at the same time fewer present
occupants will need to move out to permit a beginning in a new
housing program.

At the same time the main survey indic ates

a relatively high quality of neighborhood environment for this
sectioh, - Figure 6 - thus favoring the success of such an
undertaking.

Whether it should be proceeded with or not should

now be determined by further investigati.o ns directly aimed at
this question .

The main survey anct this supplementary data

provide the necessary background.
Arthur

c.

Comey

Planning Consultant

April 8, 1944
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